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PLEASE NOTE

Copyright FLAAR 2012

This report has not been licensed to any 
printer manufacturer, distributor, dealer, 
sales rep, RIP company, media or ink 
company to distribute. So if you obtained 
this from any company, you have a pirated 
copy.

Also, since this report is frequently 
updated, if you got your version from 
somewhere else, it may be an obsolete 
edition. FLAAR reports are being updated 
all year long, and our comment on that 
product may have been revised positively 
or negatively as we learned more about 
the product form end users.

To obtain a legitimate copy, which you 
know is the complete report with nothing 
erased or changed, and hence a report 
with all the original description of pros and 
cons, please obtain your original and full 
report straight from www.large-format-
printers.org.

Your only assurance that you have a 
complete and authentic evaluation which 
describes all aspects of the product 
under consideration, benefits as well as 
deficiencies, is to obtain these reports 
directly from FLAAR, via 
www.wide-format-printers.NET.

II

http://www.large-format-printers.org
http://www.large-format-printers.org
http://www.flaar.org.
http://www.wide-format-printers.net
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Introduction

Our primary focus at SGIA is to study all the helpful 
wide-format inks, media, substrates, printers,  lamina-
tors, coaters, and printing workflow accessories which 
are useful for printshops (end-users).

Our goal at FLAAR is to provide reports to our over 
one million readers around the world.

For SGIA 2012 we will issue more than eight separate 
reports; at the end of this PDF we show all of them. 
The present full-color PDF is in double-page spread 
photo essay style, and is a free download.

Four from us at FLAAR were at SGIA to gather informa-
tion. Plus we have many friends and colleagues which 
assist us during the expo.
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Useful Products you 
might not think of

After-market heaters to dry your ink 
are a useful accessory for most solvent 
printers. BBC Industries is a company 
which specializes in these products. I 
know the owner and have visited their 
facilities (not far from the FLAAR offices 
in St Louis).

Some printer manufacturers try to 
avoid putting too many heaters or dry-
ers physically on their machines. So 
out in the real world your brand new 
printer may actually need an accesso-
ry dryer. So check out the products of 
BBC Industries. You can contact Ronald 
Vinyard, President (ron@bbind.com).

More useful Products 
that you might not ini-
tially think of

Every new ink PR release tries to say 
how it lacks the awful carcinogenic 
VOCS of solvent ink. But most ink still 
has an odor far from tasty. So even if 
you have gotten rid of your full blast 
VOC solvent printer, UV-cured ink also 
needs air purification.

And if your latex printer is roasting 
media at 120 decrees CENTIGRADE (or 
even at 80 degrees) you may get a waft 
of odor from your melting media.

So Island Clean Air purifiers are prod-
ucts to consider even with your sup-
posedly eco-friendly ink.

mailto:ron@bbind.com
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The other two textile printers that we show here are both from companies with many successful years of textile 
printing workflow experience. The personnel in both these companies can assist your printshop to understand 
the reality of textile printers.

For grand format size printer for soft signage and flags, you can consider ATPColor. I have recently visited their 
world headquarters outside Milano.

At their distributor booth, Splash of Color, they display their nice mid-range textile printer.

With both the manufacturer (ATPColor makes the sublimation unit in-house in Italy), and the distributor (Splash 
of Color for the Americas), you can experience a depth of knowledge that you will not find at any of the other 
printer brands which happen to throw in a textile printer because industry pundits say that “now is the time to 
offer a textile printer.”

Before we even consider doing an evaluation, we learn about a company background, their history in the indus-
try. Then we visit the manufacturer and within two weeks we will be inspecting a printshop in Munich which is 
using the grand format model from ATPColor.

In the meantime, we now have separate FLAAR Reports on each of the ATPColor series: the Roland series and the 
grand format series.

Here is the DigiFab booth. I 
have visited their facilities in 
California many years ago. 
This capable family owned 
and operated company of-
fers a full range of textile 
workflow equipment, and 
what is more important, 
they know textile RIPs, 
printers, inks, color  man-
agement and everything.

Textile Printers at SGIA

We have been studying textile printers for over a decade. And the most obvious thing we have learned is actu-
ally relatively simple: if the “manufacturer” is not a full-time, full-scale, fully textile-devoted company, the “textile 
printer” you get from that company is either unimaginative or slightly inadequate.

With over fifteen years in the wide-format printing industry I have also found out that for the sales reps and dis-
tributor personnel to be able to really actually provide knowledge on textile printing, they too, as individuals, it 
sure helps when they grew up in a textile ink, textile fabric material, textile printing environment.

Two prestigious brand names in our industry have tried to launch textile printers: both were unable to get their 
first two generation of models to function adequately (the companies were great with solvent ink, with UV-
cured ink, but textile ink is a totally different creature). Textile Printers at SGIA
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Conde exhibited some coffee cups and ceramic tiles samples at their booth.

Dye-Sublimation: Desktop size 
(T-Shirts, Coffee cups, tiles, etc)

Lots of booths, of all sizes, of everything needed to produce 
T-Shirts. Both digital (inkjet) and screen printing. Plus many 
booths with the equipment for dye-sublimation on coffee 
cups and tiles. A good example is Conde Systems Inc. I have 
seen their hospitable booth at SGIA every year for over a de-
cade.  Micky Unsworth still provides wide format digital sales 
and services in the Conde booth.

We list every single company which offers dye sublimation 
products, and in most cases show their booth, in a separate 
FLAAR Report.

The first major manufacturer who 
has been able to produce a func-
tional grand format textile printer 
is efi VUTEk, because they cleverly 
partnered openly and directly with a 
textile ink manufacturer (Hilord). We 
show the efi VUTEk textile printer in 
our separate dedicated report on tex-
tile printers of SGIA 2012.

Would be prepared 
on February 2013
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Introduction to Graphic Design Awards by FLAAR

Because some booths are a tad dull, and because a few booths had almost no visitors, we work 
to assist exhibiting companies to see what booth designs are good.

So although FLAAR is best known for evaluating printers, inks, and media, we also evaluate 
booth structure and booth features. So here we show some of the booth designs which we liked.

Fabric tends to look better than a wall of normal traditional material.

Here is another great use of printed fabric as a booth wall.

The booth of Screen had one of 
the most intelligent overhead 
banner design concepts, and 
also had an attractive meet-
ing room “wall” decoration. So 
someone at Screen has a profes-
sional sense of graphic design. 
Plus managers deserve credit 
for facilitating when a talent is 
available, to allow the talent to 
be expressed.
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Graphic Design Awards (print sample)

Butterflies in booth of Visual Magnetics were attractive handouts. I don’t have a close-up since I gave my samples to a friend who likes butterflies.

In the HP booth there was a nice Costa Rican tree frog photograph 
(or graphic design)

Another tree frog from Costa Rica was in the media booth shared by see-
mee and 3P (Verseidag). The frogs of Guatemala are not as colorful and ones 
comparable are seldom visible; most of the amphibians here are large fat 
toads, rough ugly scale pattern, no cute colors and extremely venomous. I 
prefer the cute frogs with bright friendly colors.

It is always nice to see attractive graphic design as 
print samples. The artist who did this layout for Mi-
maki, and who chose the bright colors, deserves rec-
ognition. 

I do not know if this is an example of SUV (Solvent 
UV) of Mimaki, but the surface look of this ink is still 
my absolute favorite for 2012. I look forward to this 
ink and its printer being finished and available to the 
printshops of the world.

With so many thousands of display images I am not sure 
what booth this was in; possibly Montroy Sign & Graphic 
Products.

This is definitely not an innocent Tweety Bird. This may not be your preferred style or content, but it does attract  attention.
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Booth features: 
Clever choice of featured booth contents

Colorful textile images are not always easy to achieve, but this chair in 
the Marabu booth sure is colorful.

I like animals, even if a bit bizarre, so I would like to show this booth 
inhabitant. 

I tend to study insects, reptiles, mammals, and birds, as can be seen 
on our www.maya-ethnozoology.org, so I am not able to identify 
this creature at first view. I assume this is either underwater (or an 
alien species), but after taking a closer look I was able to realize 
it was an octopus. Although I couldn’t immediately identify it, the 
design, printing, cutting, and implementation  was well done. 

Eco-Exaggeration

There was one ink booth with eco-
exaggeration, and some media 
booths making silly use of green 
grass and green plants, but in gen-
eral Greenwashing was a tad less 
(perhaps companies finally real-
ize that not everyone is naïve and 
dumb enough to accept silly eco-
friendly claims).

I would label this green monster 
as amusing and entertaining; 
more than eco-unethical: it is cute 
rather than misleading.

www.maya-ethnozoology.org
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Handing out bags a great idea

We at FLAAR Reports like to provide tips on ideas to 
improve business. Often the most helpful, albeit a tad 
embarrassing, is to point out a great idea but which is 
incomplete. 

Look at all the green bags. But the brand name is INVIS-
IBLE.  So great color, but the bag design should be redone so 
brand is visible also at a distance (and from the side).

This is constructive critique, with the intent to offer assistance. Per-
haps because I was a university professor for years at a graphic 
design and digital printing institute. But I hope this idea at least 
shows that hand-out bags are good idea…. just be sure the brand 
name is legible too.

Only one booth inflicted their 
product on attendees

I respect the right of every booth to display 
their products, but it should not be allowed to 
inflict your product out into the aisle.

The mist that one booth blew out everywhere 
in the aisle was beyond the acceptable limit. I 
can understand this kind of product at Drupa, 
or IPEX, or the offset printer expo in Chicago 
(Graph Expo). But this kind of tropical rain at 
SGIA is not courteous.

We hope that SGIA can politely suggest that 
no booth should inflict their products out into 
the aisle. If I want a tropical rain on myself and 
my camera equipment I can go to Guatemala 
or Belize. I do not need this in the SGIA expo in 
Las Vegas (or in Orlando).
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After-market (third-party) ink options

We appreciate it when a printer booth, ink booth, or media 
booth provides print samples to use. The row of 8th century 
Maya sacred ballgame altar prints will be donated to the ar-
chaeology museum of Copan, Honduras. The row of cacao pod 
images was donated to the Festival of Cacao organizers in a 
small village in Guatemala, so they can start a museum of cacao.

Sam Ink personnel, both in 
Singapore, plus printshops us-
ing this ink where we inspect 
this ink in action, have all been 
hospitable. James Shall is the 
president/founder of Budget 
Inks, the distributor.

The present distributor for 
Sam Ink is in Toledo, which 
reminds me of the six years 
when FLAAR was director of 
the wide-format printing test-
ing facilities at a university an 
hour away. But our staff grew 
too large for the university to 
provide space, plus they tore 
down the building where we 
had all our testing space, so 
we moved off campus (and 
grew even larger since off 
campus we can reach busi-
ness decisions more easily).
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Neon Fluorescent Ink

I first saw the neon ink of Seiko at drupa 2012 
and then again at Reklama Moscow. But SGIA 
was the first time this neon ink was fully exhib-
ited. In fact this is the best exhibit of neon ink in 
fifteen years of attending printer expos.

Seiko cleverly had an entire room with each 
wall decorated with fluorescent signs. The walls 
were black; the room was dark. The only light 
were the special lights that trigger the fluores-
cent effect of the ink. I rate this as the best ink 
exhibit at the expo.

The innovative Seiko ink is intended to be used 
in the model ColorPainter W-54s printer.

I saw neon fluorescent ink in the R&D ink labs of 
Sunflower (Sun Innovations, near Novosibirsk, 
Russia) earlier this year. And they exhibited this 
at drupa 2012. But this ink is evidently not yet 
ready for shipment.
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Metallic Effects

I gave a lecture at Sign Africa this year on metallic 
effects. By this I mean any

•	 Ink with metallic appearance
•	Coating with metallic results
•	Media with metallic appearance
•	Rigid metallic media
•	Roll-to-roll metallic media

We at FLAAR have an interest in all of these metallic materials. Over the next 
few months we look forward to starting additional projects in this field. We 
have a visit scheduled to visit Eckart ink company in Germany in two weeks.

For metallic media there are many choices.
•	Rigid metallic media, of which Di-bond is the best known. GRAPHIC-AL 

from Mitsihushi had a nice booth at SGIA 2012.
•	Dreamscape had really nice exhibits of roll-fed metallic media, but I 

would need to visit their company and learn more about the corpora-
tion and the products before we can issue a report.
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Latex and Resin Inks

Since a lot is happening in new latex and new resin inks, we have a separate FLAAR Report on this subject. You 
can order this report by asking to be invoiced by FrontDesk@FLAAR.org.

We only accept as a latex or resin ink an ink whose full chemical composition is available via MSDS and REACH, 
complete on the actual advertising brochure; or a latex or resin ink where we have been in the R&D labs and 
demo room.

Plus it is preferable also to inspect a printshop which is using this latex ink to see how well (or how iffy) it is per-
forming.

It is not acceptable merely to call a miscellaneous ink “latex.” To be an acceptable latex or resin ink implies being 
cured at over 50 degrees C; sometimes 60 degrees (HP requires up to 120 degrees). No Roland, no Mimaki, no 
Mutoh, and no Chinese DX printheaded printer can handle a true latex or true resin ink without very special heat-
ing (this is a polite way of explaining that any pseudo-latex ink which you merely pour into a Roland, or pour into 
a Chinese made DX4 or DX5 printheaded printer is dubious. Trade magazines that tout such inks as “latex” should 
re-consider whether they understand latex or resin ink reality.

I have been to HP R&D labs months before they launched their latex ink at Drupa 2008. I have been to many 
printshops around the world who successfully use HP latex inks.

I have been to the R&D labs of Sam Ink in Singapore; twice. I have inspected two end-users who have this after-
market latex ink in daily use (they are fully content).

FLAAR has visited the R&D labs of Sepiax AquaRes ink in Austria, twice. However precisely because most distribu-
tors outside USA found that this ink required very specific heat strips, most distributors dropped this ink already 
almost two years ago (now there is, after four years, a suitable curing system, capably made in Germany but so 
far most people in the industry are not yet convinced there is yet a printer of the same Made in Germany quality 
to handle the heating unit).

We know of one after-market latex ink from Taiwan, and the latex ink from China (one I have visited their R&D 
labs in China; the other was exhibited at SGIA). These we will consider after we have done further analysis. 

I have also visited the R&D labs of a major Fortune 500 chemical company who makes the ingredients for latex 
ink  and have visited test sites for another latex ink.

So we have a tad of experience and for the above reasons do not yet accept any miscellaneous ink merely be-
cause someone sticks the label LATEX onto it.

Evening events

We rarely have time to attend evening events because our entire team is working these hours to sort 
and name all the day’s photos, making lists for all the TRENDs reports, and getting a tad of rest so we 
can be hard at work long hours the next day.

Nonetheless this year we do appreciate the invitation to the dilli evening dinner for their Latin Ameri-
can distributors.

mailto:FrontDesk@FLAAR.org
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Drytac is moving more into media, so we spent additional 
time at their booth.

Wide-format Inkjet Media

There are many companies making magnetic 
material (most in the same town in Ohio). But 
the magnetics media company which stood out 
the most at SGIA was Visual Magnetics.

In addition to their professionally designed 
booth décor, I really liked the butterfly images 
they had available.

3M Envision films also had an attractive butterfly graphic design. The butterfly 
wings seemed to change colors. I raise butterflies so I always like to see them as 
designs (I also raise Guatemalan stingless bees and other insects).
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Thick Rigid Substrates

With more UV-cured printers being launched every year there is a growing 
demand for rigid material. Over the past three years we have been keeping 
track of the different manufacturers of honeycomb sandwich material. One 
manufacturer was recently bought by an even bigger company, so competi-
tion for the other brands is increased.

Here are the hospitable folks at the Falcon Board booth. We have also visited with them at FESPA Mexico about three years ago, and 
at SGIA last year also. We are considering doing a FLAAR Report on honeycomb sandwich material.

Flatbed cutters

There were two groups of well designed cut-outs. One was alongside the Summa F1612 cutter. This is relatively new, 
and is competition for Gerber and Mimaki at entry-level and mid-range.  It will be tough for Chinese cutters to com-
pete with this Made in Europe quality at entry to mid-range price.
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Fine Art Giclee

It was nice to see JetMaster gallery wrap system in full bloom in the 
Innova booth.

Fine art photography and fine art giclee prints are the core foundation of FLAAR starting in the 1990’s. 
Our www.FineArtGicleePrinters.org web site is still alive after over fifteen years on-line. We have 
moved great distances (into printing on textiles, glass, and ceramics) in the last five years, but we still 
do fine art photography (our major fine art photo exhibit on sacred Maya flowers of Guatemala is into 
its third month at the Missouri Botanical Garden, the third largest botanical garden in the world).

Here is another aspect of fine art giclee: how to view the proofs. This equipment is also useful for signage to get the logo 
colors of your client to look correct.

www.FineArtGicleePrinters.org
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Longevity claims need substantiation

Too many claims at the expo were exaggerated. Some were totally in lullaby land. The most excessive claim that 
I noted is below (but many other booths viewed for the award for top bubble-burst claim).

If printed into the pores of anodized aluminum and heat sealed inside the pores, I might be tempted to fall for 
this claim of archival quality, but if this is simply dye sub onto a polyester-surfaced aluminum panel, I am no-
where near convinced it would last more than any other dye sub (which is a few months in full sun; and even 
inside, like in a bathroom with a large window or living room, not automatically one single year).

I am not familiar with many prints, of any inkjet ink, on any material, which would last for generations.

“Archival quality…to last for generations”
“Will not yellow with age” (probably true, the color simply fades naturally, so it does not yellow, it simply fades)

I will gladly amend these comments if a university laboratory can document their claim. But of all the dubious 
claims made in the several hundred booths, this stood out as the most potentially misleading. I hope that I am 
wrong and that this is more than simple dye sub ink heat pressed onto polyester coated aluminum.

Dye-based ink is infamous for weak longevity.

But color pop, color gamut: yes, this aluminum panel is really gorgeous. Just how long will it really last before it 
fades?

Distributors

Once you know the brands the next step is to find a distributor. Two distributors we know the best are Graphics 
One (for US and Latin America) and Sign-in-China (worldwide).

Four of us from FLAAR worked in the Beijing headquarters of China Signs (Sign-in-China) for several weeks edit-
ing and proofreading their nice web site. So we know the owner, managers, and personnel of this company quite 
well. Here you can see Rissa at SGIA; I spoke with the owner, Mr Liu, at Reklama Moscow in Russia a few weeks 
before SGIA

I have known Graphics One from ISA, SGIA, and Graphics of the Americas for many years.

We always look forward to learning more about other distributors, and we have a separate dedicated FLAAR 
Report itemizing every distributor booth which we noticed at SGIA. We also have lists of distributors in Brazil, 
Russia, Turkey, Middle East, South Africa and elsewhere around the world.
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Flatbed 
UV-cured printers

The color gamut of UV-cured 
ink can be iffy. Six years ago 
most manufactures of UV-
cured printers could not even 
achieve their own logo col-
ors with their own UV-cured 
inks on their own printers. 
Fortunately most of these 
companies have improved 
their color gamut (but sev-
eral still have an incomplete, 
very “UV-ish” color style).

So it helps when a company 
shows their true colors in a 
way that I can judge them. 
What Teckwin did here was 
very helpful. This is the best 
manner of presenting color 
gamut that I have seen so far.

Lots of Mimaki desktop-sized 
UV-cured printers, in more 
booths than the Roland 
desktop-sized printer that is 
trying to catch up to Mimaki.

VUTEk had noticeable diver-
sity of heavy-duty UV-cured 
printers in their booth (plus 
in booths of dealers; plus a 
textile printer). We cover all 
their UV models in the UV 
TRENDs. 

VUTEk has grown their sales in the last 18 months. We at FLAAR continue to produce evaluations model-by-
model so that printshops around the world can understand these printer systems.

At SGIA I had dinner with the manager of a company who had recently purchased a VUTEk UV-curing printer and 
he was very content with it. Originally he was considering buying an HP Scitex FB700 but realized the VUTEk had 
more options, so jumped to the VUTEk.  I am considering doing a site-visit case study in his printhshop (in Texas).

This individual is also a wide-format printer industry consultant that FLAAR works with in Dubai and elsewhere, 
organizing conference and lecture programs: I do the wide-format inkjet; he does the MIS and web-based print-
shop sales options portion of these conferences.

Although VUTEk sales have really gathered market share, it is still good to have competition. It was a pleasant 
surprise to see MTLPRINT, since they did not have their booth at ISA earlier this year.

If you are a printshop owner, remember that you need a real true flatbed to handle the full range of thick rigid 
material. A pseudo-flatbed (with roller tables front and back, but with no flat bed) is an iffy product. It was rather 
noticeable that there was no longer any Neolt UV-cured printer any more; this is the only company in the world 
that stuck with grit-rollers under pinch rollers as an attempt to handle thick material. Even Chinese printers gave 
up with this low-end concept.
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Mimaki rarely exhibits its grit-roller “flatbed” any more. If you want a real flat-
bed get a combo style (transport belt), or a true metal flatbed. Dilli now has 
both. Efi VUTEk focuses on the transport belt system (as does Durst also).

Where grit-roller / pinch-roller systems are appropriate are for roll-to-roll only. 
But for sophisticated use a printer tends to use tension rollers (so one single 
long roller the entire width of the printer). Pinch rollers are for entry-level sys-
tems.

There are scores of FLAAR Reports available on UV-cured printers.  Plus we are 
available as consultants to help you make a decision of which printer structure 
would be ideal for your needs.

In a separate PDF, probably several volumes, we discuss every single brand 
and model of UV-cured printer at SGIA. This is our main TRENDs report for 
2012-2013. 

Mimaki rarely exhibits its grit-roller “flatbed” any more. If you 
want a real flatbed get a combo style (transport belt), or a 
true metal flatbed. Dilli now has both. Efi VUTEk focuses on 
the transport belt system (as does Durst also).

A grit roller is under the media (at level of the platen). Usu-
ally it is a row of them, 2 to 3 cm long each one; 1 cm diam-
eter perhaps; a series the whole width of the printer. WIth 
space between each one in the row.

Pinch roller may be same size as grit; pinch roller is above 
the media and with pressure pinches the roll-fed media 
down onto the grit roller. The grit roller tries to move the 
media.

But with heavy, thick, or slippery boards or glass or wood, these sim-
ple rollers may cause the media to skew or stutter.

So it is better to have a conveyor belt (transport belt), or a dedicated 
flatbed (metal flatbed). Dilli makes both.
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efi VUTEk has increased their sales in the last year at an 
impressive rate. The efi VUTEk booth was filled every day, 
as were booths of their main distributors.
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Rumor Mill

At most major trade shows there are rumors which float around. About 50% are totally incorrect (Company 
X is not really buying Company Y). About 25% are good tips but the details are confused. And about 25% are 
relatively accurate.

Over and over again I was told, from people of all positions within the industry, that a Korean manufacturer was 
bankrupt. But I spoke with the owner, and he said “not true.” It was a nice company and a hospitable CEO, so I 
hope indeed it really was not true. We discuss this more in the TRENDs (as this company has not had a booth, 
not even a printer or coater product, at any American or European expo for more years than I can imagine).

Second rumor was that a textile printer company was dropped by Roland. Which raises the question about pro-
viding spare parts. But more serious, if it has no more access to Roland as a distributor worldwide, what printer 
will it use to sit atop a sublimation unit? Mutoh? Mimaki? Or a Chinese printer?

We discuss the situation of this textile company in the textile printer TRENDs 2012-2013.
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Chinese made printers

I can still remember signage expos circa 2001-2002. There was a literal invasion of Chinese-made printers. Half of 
these brands (in those past years) were unusable in North American printshops.

Recently, there was only one single solitary Chinese-made wide-format printer at VISCOM Paris. Yet Reklama 
Moscow 2012 had a dozen brands and entire booths filled with Chinese-made printers. So country-by-country 
it is very different.

In our TRENDs reports, and in our separate FLAAR Report on DX5 printheaded printers (jargon for Chinese made 
printers with Epson printheads) we tabulate which Chinese brands are at which expo so that if you are a manu-
facturer, distributor, analyst, or large printshop you can have this information available.

The Chinese printers with latex ink were interesting, but of the two at SGIA, one of the “latex” inks we do not ac-
cept as really latex. The one we do accept as acceptably latex is has several advantages over HP latex and over 
even Sepiax (the Chinese printer can handle at least basic thick material via a hybrid table system). Sepiax could 
but no such printer is readily available as a true production machine. As soon as we can visit the factory of this 
American-Chinese company and experience their printer in a real-world printshop we are potentially interested 
in doing a FLAAR Report evaluation on this brand. But at present we have not yet decided as we have many 
pending projects that we are working on.

There were several good quality Chinese printers at SGIA; but unfortunately one other whose unfortunate bad 
reputation precedes it. It is such a sad thing to see companies picking the wrong brand of Chinese printer as a 
partner. There are no several Chinese printer manufacturers who come close to producing reliable printers. But 
there are also other brands whose printers simply fall apart and wear out within a month or so (especially after 
shipment the long distance from China).

Our interest is finding the Chinese-made brands which are reliable, and whose owners are ethical and trustwor-
thy. One of these factories was being sold under another name by a distributor in SGIA 2012. We hope to visit 
their new factory in 2013 (they are growing so fast they had to move to a new factory since the former factory 
was not large enough!).
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If your company (manufacturer or distributor)
Wishes to be Certified as having been Visited by FLAAR Reports

While at each expo around the world the managers, executives, or people who we meet in the aisles ask how 
they can get a FLAAR Team to their company headquarters.

Other manufacturers, distributors, and printshop owners or managers ask how they can get Dr Hellmuth to their 
company to sit down and discuss their part of the industry, and to learn from FLAAR the TRENDs that will assist 
them.

And naturally many manufacturers would like to get a web page on their products in the FLAAR network (since 
our network is read by over one million people around the world).

We offer the service to visit your company, anywhere in the world. We speak English, German, and Spanish; 
understand French, Italian, and basic Portuguese, and are accustomed to visiting factories and demo rooms in 
China, Taiwan, Korea.

Dr Hellmuth has lived in Japan six months; lived about a third of his life in USA, a third in Switzerland-Austria-Ger-
many; and another third in Latin America. So we are familiar with most of the business culture around the world.

There are several levels of services FLAAR can provide:

•	Full evaluation of your product(s) and your company. Includes full consulting and full Subscription. Includes 
both a web page and a separate dedicated FLAAR Report

•	Certification that we know your company by visiting your company facilities. As a result of visiting your com-
pany and seeing your pertinent inks, media, substrates, cutters, laminators, coater, RIP software or compa-
rable product, we would then have the information with which to add a dedicated page in our network of 
web sites to your product(s).

•	Full consultation; includes full Subscription to all our TRENDs report

•	Full Subscription; does not require we provide consultation.

•	Subscription by topic (ink, media+substrates, UV-cured printers, cutters, latex+resin ink, etc)

If you wish to host a FLAAR team to visit your facilities (Dr Hellmuth and appropriate FLAAR Technical Writer), 
contact us at FrontDesk “at” FLAAR.org

We are especially interested in inks, media, substrates, coatings, and naturally wide-format printers. Increasingly 
we wish to add more web pages on thick or rigid material, especially foam core materials and honeycomb sand-
wich board.

In printers we are moving towards covering more desktop sized printers, both with UV-cured inks as well as with 
other inks.
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Dr. Hellmuth has been a guest at Durst facilities in Brixen, Italy five times and at Lienz, Austria four times.

Dr. Hellmuth at Sun Innovation factory.Dr. Hellmuth at Sky Air-ship Digital Printing factory visit.

Dr. Hellmuth at ATP Color factory. Dr. Hellmuth at Dilli factory.
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Royal Sovereign booth. 

American Ultraviolet Spectr Coater.US Tech booth. 
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Coaters & Laminators

Drytac booth. During SGIA 2012, seventeen coaters & laminator companies exhibited their products.
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Booth decoration: booth structure 
and booth displays
 
In our awards section we have already singled out good 
booth structure. The booth of KIP is a nice example of an 
open booth which is inviting for an attendee to enter.
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Booth decoration: Overhead logo displays

Since our background at FLAAR is architecture and graphic design, we have an interest in 
commenting on booth design. A company puts up so much money to have a booth, and then 
has a stupid booth design, or a dull booth design (Fortune 500 companies tend to excel in 
dull booth designs).

For the present issue we focus on the overhead display. We will have an entire separate FLAAR 
Report on overhead displays. We list:

•	 The best, and why they are good
•	 The mediocre and why they are not the best
•	 The ones which were a waste of effort (and what can be done to improve them).

Here we show samples; the discussion is in the separate publication.
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Differences between 
SGIA, ISA, Graph Expo 
and Graphics of the Americas

Graph Expo is always in Chicago, and is mainly office copiers, traditional printing (offset) and digital replace-
ments for narrow format (Indigo, etc). Six years ago Graph Expo had a wide-format inkjet pavilion (and we at 
FLAAR Reports enjoyed being a sponsor and exhibitor).

But that entire concept was removed, and other than inkjet printers from companies that also make offset or nar-
row format, this is no longer a wide-format inkjet expo. Plus very little after-market inkjet ink or media.

Wide-format inkjet ink is at SGIA and wide-format media (especially from China) is at ISA sign expo. Both SGIA, ISA 
and Graphics of the Americas independently work hard to provide helpful services for the audience: printshop 
owners, managers, and printer operators from USA, Canada, Caribbean, Mexico, Central America, and South 
America. I also met distributors at SGIA 2012 from the Middle East and countries around the world. 

There is a separate FLAAR Report dedicated to what SGIA did well; what was innovative. And where SGIA stum-
bles (the rude demand that every one get the **&)$% out of the exhibit hall; rudely repeated THREE times, in 
an overly loud shrill voice one day). A trade show organizer should be happy people come; an expo organizer 
should be thankful that companies rent a booth.

The most complaints about the rude loudspeaker message were from booth managers. Other than one or two 
expos in China (which are even worse than SGIA in this respect) there is no other printer or photo trade show in 
the word which is as demanding that people get the #@! out of the expo hall.

But SGIA is managed by an experienced staff and you could tell they have begun to realize that unless you im-
prove and add new things that trade shows will falter and wither. We congratulate the months of effort of the 
SGIA staff that resulted in a record attendance, especially the first two days.
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But one nice addition by SGIA 
was the Color Management Zone

An example of an added focus, added by SGIA, is their Color Management Zone. I applaud SGIA for this idea and 
I look forward to seeing other expos improving themselves with innovative concepts.

FLAAR especially welcomed a Color Management Zone at SGIA because we realize the importance of managing 
color. One color management resource we know in-person is SmartStuff, , www.smartstuffgraphics.com.  Con-
tact Don Bobenhouse, dbobenhouse@smartstuffinc.com. 

Really great that there were NO blinding LED booth displays

A second compliment for SGIA is that there were no distracting LED displays. Too many print expos have blind-
ing LED displays. As much as I like to see Ice Age 2 for the thousandth time, I do not go to a PRINT and inkjet 
media and inks expo to watch cartoons.

www.smartstuffgraphics.com
Mailto:dbobenhouse@smartstuffinc.com
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New FLAAR Reports series:
Assisting in advertising slogans

For over a decade we have been evaluating advertising claims and advertising slogans of companies in the pho-
tography, printing, and now the 3D imaging world. So we have experience, around the world, with how a slogan, 
or a claim on a banner, can backfire. Or the banner text can be right-on and perfect for the situation.

I make these observations from the real world: not from having an MBA.

I must admit that my experience at Harvard Business School was working in their dining room at age 18 to earn 
money to buy a Hasselblad camera (circa 1966, I had been using Leica and wanted to improve my photography 
by moving up to a Hasselblad). Although I have no MBA degree I did graduate from Harvard across the Charles 
River from the Business School. I respect people with an MBA but in decades of business I have found that having 
avoided MBA I can be a tad more realistic.

Below are three banners, in a row. One is perfect, one invites immediate doubt (because the company claims 
something, but there is another company several aisles over which is better at what the banner claims).

Another booth banner makes a claim that already backfired (the slogan, “Invent”; everyone in the industry knows 
that this company cleverly gets its technology by buying entire outside companies).

If you have a Subscription to TRENDs level, the new publication on how to avoid embarrassing claims (and 
how to improve your booth banners) is included. If you wish to Subscribe, write FrontDesk @FLAAR.org.
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Emphasis on nudity is 
unfortunate

Hopefully people go to Las Vegas 
to learn about printers, inks, and 
media...

but it appears Las Vegas has other 
attractions On this subject it is a 
tad sad that Las Vegas has to use 
topless young females as an en-
ticement, as seen here in these 
magazines and business cards.

I am not a prude: I am just too 
cheap.

Really nice there was 
no stupid loud music

A few expos in Europe have music 
concerts in booths (or gorgeous 
models; you see the models espe-
cially at expos in Mexico and Bra-
zil). If your own product can’t at-
tract visitors, to use female bodies 
(or music) simply admits that your 
own product can’t attract people 
on its own.

In several expos in Europe they use 
topless models with body paint-
ing: again, this simply distracts 
from learning about printers. You 
can see plenty of topless models at 
Las Vegas strip clubs if that is what 
makes your life worth living.
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Available for 2013 onward

During past years we have provided printer, media, and ink compa-
nies with images to showcase their products as print samples. We 
utilize a 21 Megapixel Canon EOS 1Ds Mark III, a 21 Megapixel Phase 
One P25+ on a Hasselblad with Zeiss lenses, and a new 36 Mega-
pixel Nikon D800E camera.

In this double page spread are samples of what we can offer printer, 
ink, and media companies who have a relationship with FLAAR Re-
ports. There is no charge for these high resolution photographs to 
use as print samples if your company has at least a Subscription to 
our TRENDs level reports.
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You are allowed to put your own com-
pany logo; you are allowed to put the 
name of your ink, printer model, or 
kind of your media into the image file.
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Here are the front covers of some of the FLAAR Reports 
that are being issued during November and December.

You can order this by requesting to be invoiced via FrontDesk @FLAAR.org.
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